Abyan (Yemen) is involved in the creation of these buildings, which use materials drawn from the very earth and rock on which they are constructed:

The importance of Yemen's architectural heritage extends beyond the magical capital of Sana'a. This exhibition highlights the unique architecture from Yafi' to A darmüt. Of a network of early urban civilisations that located in the south-west corner of the world's most distinguished Yemen Cities. The city of Yafi' is an important exhibition of one of the network of early urban civilisations that located in the south-west corner of the world's most distinguished Yemen Cities. The city of Yafi' is important in the context of urban development, a testament to the skill of the master builders and craftsmen who designed and constructed them.

This discipline, which remained active into the last decades of the twentieth century, is a subject that addresses city planning, and the urban community in which it is located. It reconstructs and studies the original designs and plans of the city of Yafi', and the city of A darmüt. It reconstructs and studies the original designs and plans of the city of A darmüt. It reconstructs and studies the original designs and plans of the city of A darmüt.
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